
GRAHAM GREEN AND THE THIRD MAN

The Third Man is a British film noir directed by Carol Reed, written by Graham Greene, and starring Joseph Cotten,
Alida Valli, Orson Welles, and Trevor.

Selznick's contribution, according to himself, was mainly to have provided his actors Cotten and Welles and to
have produced the US-version, less to the co-writing of the script with Reed and Greene. Lejeune in The
Observer described Reed's "habit of printing his scenes askew, with floors sloping at a diagonal and close-ups
deliriously tilted" as "most distracting". After "The Human Factor," however, while Graham kept to his usual
meticulous writing schedule, the books became slimmer, less ambitious, and sometimes esoteric. Monica told
me that Tom Guinzburg, the president of Viking, had decided, on reflection, that he didn't like the title much,
either, so he asked Monica to send Graham a cable recommending that he change the title for the American
edition. Carol appeared to doze, a yachting cap pulled low over his eyes; Alex, with an old sea dog's grizzled
beard, smoked cigars and played solitaire; and Graham, his shirt unbuttoned, smoked cigarettes and suggested
ideas in his high-pitched voice. Greene stared at her. On one occasion, after a dinner during which neither of
them had spoken more than a few words, I walked outside with Graham. Whatever else was going on, his
daily writing, like a religious devotion, was sacred and complete. He and the other editors at Viking had
meanwhile dreamed up a number of alternative titles. Edgar Hoover Building, in Washington, someone was
gathering a witches' brew of information and misinformation and using it against him at every opportunity. As
the yacht moved from port to port, they lobbed ideas back and forthâ€”the story of Lawrence of Arabia, which
Alex then owned and later sold to Sam Spiegel; the sailing adventure "Kon-Tiki," which was about to be
published in America; a historical drama about Casanovaâ€”but somehow nothing came of them. He often
commented on the F. He led, and I followed, fascinated and sometimes aghast. Thus, it has become an
accepted fact that in the early fifties he and Alexander Korda were "surveying" the waters off Yugoslavia for
the Secret Intelligence Service during an Adriatic cruise on Alex's yacht, even though in all the years I was a
regular guest on Elsewhere I never saw anything pursued but pleasure. No matter was too small to claim his
attention, whether it was getting the exact shade of red for the English telephone booth later removed
altogether on the dust jacket of "The Human Factor" or the need to respond to William F. From time to time,
he looked suspiciously at the people passing by, or at the fellow-patrons who sat down and ordered coffee and
a croissant. He was a very bad shot and a very bad judge of character, but he had a way with Westerns a trick
of tension and with girls I wouldn't know what. I may have remained ignorant about his mistress, but with
women he made no secret of the fact that he was a Catholic living apart from his wife and involved with a
married woman, and in their eyes this gave him a certain daredevil, doomed quality, a sense that he believed in
the fires of Hell and was perfectly willing to risk them for, as he put it, "one good fuck. Both on the yacht and
on shore, I followed Greene everywhere, like a faithful dog, and, as long as I was quiet, he didn't seem to mind
being shadowed by a teen-age companion. Advertisement Start with: The film, no contest. The unseen
zither-player Almost immediately after arriving, Martins learns that Lime is dead, hit by a car in what at first
appears to be a tragic accident. By Michael Korda March 17, Graham Greene was a complicated, acerbic, and
contradictory man, with a wry sense of humor and a schoolboy's taste for pranks and practical jokes; he loved
making a mystery of his life, and he kept the three different aspects of his identityâ€”the writer, the public
figure, and the private manâ€”separate and distinct. But just this tiny glimpse causes Martins to chase this
shadowy figure.


